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Multimessenger astronomy with gravitational waves is a blooming area whose limits are not clear. After
the first detection of binary black hole merger and the famous event GW170817 and its electromagnetic
counterpart, the compact-object astrophysical community is starting to grasp the physical implications of
such an event and trying to improve numerical models to compare with future observations. Moreover,
recent detections made by the NICER collaboration increased the tension between several theoretical
models used to describe matter in the inner core of compact objects. In this paper, we focus on quadrupolar
purely spacetime wI modes of oscillating compact objects described using a wide range of hybrid equations
of state able to include several theoretical possibilities of exotic matter in the inner core of such stars. We
study the case in which a sharp first order hadron-quark phase transition occurs and explore the scenarios of
rapid and slow phase conversions at the interface. We put special attention on the validity of universal
relationships for the oscillation frequency and damping time that might help unravel the mysteries hidden at
the inner cores of compact objects. We show that, within the slow conversion regime where extended
branches of hybrid stars appear, universal relationships for wI modes proposed in the literature do not hold.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Ten years ago, the 2 M⊙ binary pulsar PSR J1614-2230
was detected [1]. A few years later, PSR J0348þ 0432 was
identified [2] and, more recently, PSR J0740þ 6620 [3].
These observations put strong constraints on the equation
of state (EOS) needed to describe matter inside a neutron
star (NS). Theoretical models that describe matter in the
inner core of such compact objects need to be stiff, since
soft EOSs are unable to reproduce this observational
constraint (see, for example, Ref. [4]). In this scenario,
the hybrid star (HS) hypothesis was strengthened. Later, an
analysis of the gravitational waves (GWs) emitted by the
binary NS merger event GW170817 [5] and its electro-
magnetic counterpart (see, for example, Ref. [6]) con-
strained the radius of 1.4 M⊙ NSs to be R1.4 < 13.6 km
(see, for example, Refs. [7,8]). More recently, the LIGO
Livingston detector observed the event GW190425, a
compact binary coalescence with total mass ∼3.4 M⊙ [9].

This was the first confirmed GW detection based on data
from a single observatory and no electromagnetic counter-
part was found. If interpreted as a double NS merger, the
total gravitational mass is substantially larger than that of
the binary systems identified in the Galaxy. This raises the
possibility of GW190425 being a NS-black hole binary
merger [10,11]. Important information is also provided by
recent NICER observations of the isolated pulsar PSR
J0030þ 0451. Two independent determinations of both its
mass and its radius become available [12,13]. The first
group inferred a mass of M ¼ 1.34þ0.15

−0.14 M⊙ and an
equatorial radius Req ¼ 12.71þ1.14

−1.19 km and the other
obtained M ¼ 1.44þ0.15

−0.14 M⊙ and Req ¼ 13.02þ1.24
−1.06 km,

respectively. Several additional physical parameters of this
object have been published (see, for example, Ref. [14]).
More recently, using both NICER and XMM-Newton data,
the mass and radius of PSR J0740þ 6620 has also been
inferred [15,16]. The results show that, despite being
almost 50% more massive than PRS J0030þ 0451, the
radius of PSR J0740þ 6620 is almost the same. This
observation challenges some modern EOSs of NS matter.
More recently, a statistical analysis of GW170817 data

using state-of-the art EOSs almost discarded the possibility
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of not having quark matter in the inner core of very massive
NSs [17]. For this reason, understanding the nature of the
hadron-quark phase transition is of paramount importance
for the compact object astrophysical community. Several
important aspects of the low-temperature and high-density
hadron-quark phase transition are not yet properly under-
stood. First, despite several models predict a first-order
phase transition in this regime of the QCD phase diagram
(see, for example, [18–20]), others predict a crossover
hadron-quark phase transition in the neutron-star equation
of state (see, for example, [21,22]). Second, if a first-order
hadron-quark phase transition is assumed, one of the open
questions related to this subject is to understand whether
the hadron-quark interface is a sharp discontinuity or if a
mixed phase, in which hadrons and quarks coexist, is
present within the star (see Ref. [23] and references
therein). The quantity that would define which behavior
is energetically favored is the hadron-quark surface tension
(see, for example, Refs. [24–26] and references therein). If
sharp interfaces are favored it is essential to understand
whether quark-hadron conversions at the phase-splitting
surface are rapid or slow (for details, see Ref. [27]) since
this would drastically change the dynamic stability of
compact objects. On the other hand, if a mixed phase is
present, understanding the nature of such region and
whether the so-called pasta phase appears or not is still
to be understood [28].
Another exciting branch of GW astronomy is related to

nonradial oscillations of compact objects (see, for example,
the modern review [29] and the references mentioned in it).
NS oscillation modes are complex quantities whose real
part describes the oscillation frequency and the inverse of
its imaginary part, the damping time. Such modes, known
as quasi-normal modes (QNMs), are highly dependent on
the EOS used to describe matter inside a NS. For this
reason, studying and analyzing the spectrum of QNMs can
be used to extract information about the structure and the
internal composition of such compact objects and shed
some light on the behavior of matter at densities several
times larger that the nuclear saturation one. These oscil-
lations produce GW emission that might be detected by
ground base detectors in the future (see, for example,
Ref. [30]). Even though it is known that their characteristic
frequencies are strongly dependent of the EOS, it has been
shown that some universal relationships1 exist for some
particular modes. The most known relationship is the one
for the polar f mode [31–33]. More recently, a universal
relationship has been proposed for the g mode for compact
objects with a sharp hadron-quark phase transition [34,35].
Moreover, it has been proposed that detection of a few wI
modes would be enough to reconstruct the EOS of matter in

the high-density regime [36] (also see, Ref. [37]). The r
modes and their stability window have been studied since
the CFS instabilitywas discovered [38,39]. Such rmodes are
known to appear in rotating compact objects and they are
completely absent (degenerated to null frequency) in non-
rotating stars. In this historical context of fast evolving
technology and data processing, having new theoretical
calculations to compare observations with is highly relevant.
In this work, we present calculations related to the so-

called wI modes, putting special attention on the funda-
mental, wIð0Þ, and first overtone, wIð1Þ, of this family. We
will perform such calculations using a broad variety of
modern EOSs considering the possible occurrence of a
hadron-quark phase transition. To model such phase
transition, we will assume that the hadron-quark surface
tension is high enough to favor a sharp first order transition
in which no mixed phase is formed [26]. Moreover, we will
consider two different scenarios for such phase transition:
rapid and slow conversion regimes (for a review on this
subject, see Ref. [23]). Our main focus is to overview
universal relationships proposed to be valid for these modes
[40–42], and check whether they remain valid or not for
hybrid stars when the quark-hadron conversion speed at a
perturbed interface is taken into account. Our analysis will
give special attention to the slow hadron-quark conversion
regime that gives rise to extended branches of stable stellar
configurations. We will show that already known universal
relationships valid both for wIð0Þ and wIð1Þ do not hold if
one considers the slow conversion regime.
Throughout this paper, we use geometrical units

(G ¼ c ¼ 1) except to present the results, which are
presented using more physically convenient units. The
work is structured in the following manner. In Sec. II we
summarize some aspects of the quantum chromodynamics
(QCD) phase diagram with emphasis in some of the open
issues that are relevant for astrophysics. We describe some
basic aspects of hadron-quark phase transitions and
describe the hybrid EOSs we work with in this paper. In
Sec. III we present the basic equations that describe axial
modes and explain the numerical scheme used to calculate
QNMs. In Sec. IV we show our results for the oscillation
frequencies and damping times of the fundamental and
first overtone of wI modes obtained using modern EOSs
including some hybrid ones, considering the rapid and slow
conversion scenarios. We show that in the case of slow
conversions there are significant deviations from already
known universal relationships described in the literature. A
summary of the work, a discussion about the astrophysical
implications of our results, and our main conclusions are
provided in Sec. V.

II. DESCRIBING MATTER INSIDE
A COMPACT OBJECT

Despite the great efforts over several decades, the
understanding of the behavior of matter at densities several

1Smart parametrizations of the frequency and damping time
that are almost insensitive to the EOS used to describe matter
inside the compact object.
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times greater than the saturation one (n0 ¼ 0.16 fm−3), is
still incomplete. In fact, strong interactions are ruled by
QCD, but the QCD phase diagram is not fully understood,
particularly the region in which matter inside NSs lies (see,
for example, Refs. [43–45]). This is one of the main reasons
why the era of multimessenger NS astrophysics with GWs
could be extremely helpful to shed some light into some
of these mysteries, and help us understand how matter
behaves at densities beyond n0.
Performing lattice QCD calculations at finite density is

not an easy task given, among other technical issues,
the sign problem of QCD [46]. For this reason, several
phenomenological models that reproduce some aspects of
the theory have been proposed over the last decades (see,
for example, Refs. [47–55]).
The structure of a NS can be simplified to be composed

of three layers: a crust, an outer core, and an inner core. The
physical description of matter in the crust has been properly
understood for almost fifty years [56,57]. Conditions in the
crust are similar to those found in white dwarfs [58]. The
description of matter in the outer core is usually done using
the relativistic mean field approximation [59,60]. Several
parametrizations are available, including models that use
density dependent coupling constants [61–63]. The astro-
physical community has not yet achieved a total consensus
and questions regarding the zoo of particles that might
appear in this layer need still to be answered [28,64].
Despite these uncertainties, most of the theoretical open
questions are related to the description of matter in the
inner core where densities might be several times larger
than n0 [28,64–66]. One theoretical possibility that has
been exploited is that of a phase transition in which
hadrons, at extremely large densities, dissolve to form a
soup of free quarks (and gluons, if finite temperature effects
are taken into account) (see, for example, Refs. [67–70]).
The nature of such an exotic phase is not clear, some
models predict the formation of diquarks in a color
superconducting phase [54,71,72].

A. Hadron-quark phase transition

The nature of the phase hadron-quark transition is believed
to be mainly determined by the value of the surface tension
between these two states ofmatter, σhq. There is a large range
of theoretical values for such parameter showing that it is a
highly model dependent. Several works found that, for low
values of σhq ∼ 5–30 MeV=fm2, the appearance of a mixed
phase is favored [73]. On the other hand, others found larger
values for the surface tension, σhq ∼ 50–300 MeV=fm2 (see,
for example, Ref. [23], and references therein). In the latter
case, a sharp hadron-quark phase transitionwould take place.
If the phase transition is sharp, no mixed phase of quarks

coexisting with hadrons is formed; on the contrary, each
phase is constrained to a particular volume of the star. In
this scenario, the so-called Maxwell formalism is used to
describe the phase transition. One aspect to notice in this

case is related to the conversion speed—compared to the
characteristic time of radial modes—between hadrons and
quarks that are in contact at the interface. Regarding this
timescale, we must state that phase transitions are nonlinear,
highly collective phenomena. For the particular case of the
hadron-quark phase transition, its conversion timescale it is
not expected to be simply the consequence of particles
confining or deconfining independently. A possible mecha-
nism inwhich a first-order hadron-quark phase transition can
proceed at high densities is nucleation [74–77]. This mecha-
nism has a large activation barrier in NSs because a direct
conversion of hadronic matter into quark matter in equilib-
rium under weak interactions is in general a high-order weak
process which is strongly suppressed. Thus, nucleation
should proceed through an intermediate (flavor conserving)
state that is not easily accessible in the neighborhood of the
interface (see Figs. 1 and 2 of Ref. [78]). Calculations of the
quantum and thermal nucleation timescales give results
larger than the age of the universe for temperatures below
a few MeV (this timescale drops dramatically at higher
temperatures) [79]. For the reverse reaction, a similar argu-
ment is expected to be valid: a high-order weak interaction
process would be necessary within quark matter in order to
produce beta-equilibrated hadronic matter with a lower free
energy, making the process extremely unlikely. Thus,
although the conversion timescale is uncertain, there are
good arguments to believe that it could be slow.
In Ref. [27], the authors proved that the conversion speed

at the interface might have drastic consequences on the
stability of HSs. Indeed, if the hadron-quark conversion
timescale around the sharp interface is slow compared to
the characteristic time of radial modes, some stellar
configurations may be stable even if ∂M=∂ϵc < 0, with
M the stellar mass and ϵc its central energy density. These
stellar configurations are dynamically stable because all
radial eigenfrequencies turn out to be real. The last stable
object of an extended branch of slow stable configurations
is the one for which the frequency of the fundamental radial
eigenmode is zero. The mass of the last stable object will
be called terminal mass (see, Refs. [23,27,80,81], for a
detailed description of the hadron-quark conversion proc-
ess). This fact is known to lead to the so-called slow-stable
hybrid stars and allows the existence of high-mass stellar
twin configurations [27,81,82].
A possible scenario where the slow-stable hybrid star

branch can be populated has been discussed recently [23].
Notice that most hadronic stars in Fig. 1 that have a hybrid
twin, are in metastable states because it is energetically
convenient for them to convert into a more compact slow-
stable hybrid star with same baryonic mass. However, such
conversion appears to be strongly suppressed in practice
because the transition pressure Pt is attained only at the
center of the maximum mass object. Therefore, any further
accretion onto such a star would not be able to grow a quark
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matter core but would instead produce a collapse into a
black hole.
However, for hot hadronic stars the picture is different.

First, theQCDphase diagram suggests that the hadron-quark
transition density becomes smaller as the temperature
increases. Second, typical transition mechanisms such as
nucleation and spinodal decomposition get easier as the
temperature increases (see, e.g., Ref. [79] for the case of
quark matter nucleation in dense hadronic matter).
Therefore, the critical stellar mass above which a metastable
hadronic star could undergo a phase transition would be
significantly reduced when the object is hot enough (see
Ref. [23] for more details and for some numerical estimates).
As a consequence, a significant portion of the upper part of
the hadronic branches in Fig. 1 would be able to decay to the
slow-stable hybrid star branch in the hot protoneutron star
phase coming after a core collapse suopernova or in a hot
hadronic object resulting from a binary compact star merger.
Below the ‘hot’ critical mass, a protohadronic star would
survive the early stages of its evolution without decaying to a
slow-stable hybrid star. When such hadronic object cools
down, the critical mass rises and the star can accrete addi-
tional mass from a companion keeping its hadronic nature.
This qualitative analysis deserves further investigation, but it
suggests that there are feasible astrophysical channels for

populating both branches, the hadronic and the slow-stable
hybrid one.

B. Hybrid EOS model

In this paper, we construct our hybrid EOSs using for
the hadronic sector two different sets of values following the
prescription of Ref. [83] that ensures continuity in the
pressure, the energy density, and the sound speed. We
construct a stiff and a soft EOS using the parameters of
Table I. To keep our treatment as general as possible, we use
the CSS parametrization for the quark sector [84] and span
the three parameters—the hadron-quark transition pressure,
Pt, the discontinuity in energy density, Δϵ, and the speed of
sound of the quark matter, cs—in a wide range of physically
acceptable values. In this way, we construct over 5000
different hybrid EOSs, considering both the stiff and soft
hadronic EOSs and using the CSS parameters in the
following ranges:

10 MeV=fm3 ≤ Pt ≤ 300 MeV=fm3;

100 MeV=fm3 ≤ Δϵ ≤ 3000 MeV=fm3;

0.2 ≤ c2s ≤ 1:

We select only those EOSs whose stellar models verify
2 M⊙ < Mmax < 2.3 M⊙ and that are representative of the
general and qualitative behavior of our model and, also,
sensitive to the effect over the wmodes that we aim to study.
The upper bound for Mmax is taken to be consistent with
results from Ref. [85].

III. AXIAL MODES

In this section, we will present a short introduction to
axial modes described through the Regge-Wheeler

FIG. 1. Mass-radius relationships constructed using the selected hybrid EOS. With black lines we present hadronic configurations and
with different colors hybrid configurations for different values of Δϵ. All displayed configurations are stable in the slow conversion
regime. If rapid conversions are assumed, the only stable configurations are those up to the mass peak. Modern astronomical constraints
are also shown in the figure. Notice that, within our model, such objects can be explained as hadronic NSs or as slow stable HSs.

TABLE I. Parameters of the selected hybrid EOSs constructed
with the prescription of Ref. [83]. The values of the first piece of
the hadronic EOS, Γ1 and log10 K1, were selected to match the
upper limit predicted by cEFT EOSs.

log10 ρ0 log10 ρ1 log10 ρ2 Γ1 Γ2 Γ3 log10 K1

Soft 13.902 14.45 14.58 2.752 4.5 3.5 −27.22
Stiff 13.902 14.45 14.58 2.764 8.5 3.2 −27.22
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equation [86]. A particular family of such modes are the w
modes, which are purely spacetime modes, directly related
to curvature changes in compact objects. These modes were
first obtained in Ref. [87]. As occurs with other QNMs,
their frequencies and damping times are EOS-dependent
quantities [88]. Working within the Regge-Wheeler gauge,
the quadrupolar (l ¼ 2) axial metric perturbations are
governed by the following differential equation:

Z;tt ¼
eνðrÞ

e−λðrÞ

�
Z;rr −

��
1

r
ð1 − eλðrÞÞ þQðrÞ

�
Z;r

þ
�
3

r2
ð1þ eλðrÞÞ þQðrÞ

r

�
Z

��
; ð1Þ

where the metric coefficients νðrÞ and λðrÞ, the pressure
PðrÞ, and the energy density ϵðrÞ profiles are obtained after
solving the TOV equations and QðrÞ ¼ 4πreλðrÞðϵðrÞ−
PðrÞÞ. This is the Regge-Wheler equation, although it is
more commonly presented using the tortoise coordinate [89].
To obtain the QNMs we are interested in, we must solve

Eq. (1) with the following boundary conditions: the solution
must be regular at the center of the star (r ¼ 0), it must
behave like a purely outgoing wave at infinity (r → ∞), and
has to be continuous at the surface of the star (r ¼ R).
The approach we follow to obtain the QNMs is the

classical variable separation method. We will assume that
the function Zðr; tÞ can be written as

Zðr; tÞ ¼ ζðrÞeiωt; ð2Þ

where the QNM frequency ω ¼ 2πνþ i=τ is a complex
number.
Introducing this ansatz, Eq. (1) can be written (inside the

star) in the following form:

ζ;rr þ
�
1 −

2mðrÞ
r

�
−1
��

2mðrÞ
r2

−
QðrÞ
eλðrÞ

�
ζ;r

−
�
6

r2

�
1 −

mðrÞ
r

�
−1

þ QðrÞ
reλðrÞ

�
ζ þ ω2e−νðrÞζ

�
¼ 0; ð3Þ

where mðrÞ describes the gravitational mass profile inside
the compact object.
Outside the star, Eq. (3) simplifies to

ζ;rr þ
�
1 −

2M
r

�
−1

×

�
2M
r2

ζ;r −
6

r2

�
1 −

M
r

�
−1
ζ þ ω2

ζ

1 − 2M
r

�
¼ 0; ð4Þ

where M is the total gravitational mass of the stellar
configuration.
Following the ideas presented in Ref. [36], we introduce

the following function,

κ ¼ ζ−1ζ;r; ð5Þ

with which Eq. (4) becomes

κ;r þ κ2 þ
�
1 −

2M
r

�
−1

×

�
2M
r2

κ −
6

r2

�
1 −

M
r

�
þ ω2

�
1 −

2M
r

�
−1
�
¼ 0: ð6Þ

The metric function ζ needs to be regular at r ¼ 0.
Studying its Frobenius expansion, we obtain that the first
terms of the well-behaved solution read (up to an arbitrary
amplitude with no physical meaning)

ζ ∼ r3 þ 16πðϵ0 − P0Þ − ω2e−ν0

14
r5; ð7Þ

where quantities with a 0 subscript are evaluated at r ¼ 0.
We will use Eq. (7) to start the numerical integration
of Eq. (3).
To perform the integration outside the star we will use a

complexification of the radial coordinate. The main numeri-
cal advantages of such process are exposed in Refs. [36,40].
We will briefly discuss the most important aspects related
to the numerical implementation of the method within our
particular problem.
We define a new variable ρ by means of

r ¼ Rþ ρeiα; ρ ∈ ½0;∞Þ; ð8Þ

where R is the radius of the configuration and the free
parameter α must satisfy

ℜðωÞ sin αþ ℑðωÞ cos α < 0: ð9Þ

ℜ and ℑ stand respectively for the real and the imaginary
parts of a given complex number.
To impose the outgoing wave behavior condition, we

compactify the variable ρ. The major benefit of this
procedure is that no numerical definition of infinity needs
to be done. The compactification is performed using new
coordinate 0 ≤ x < 1 defined by

ρ ¼ 1 − x
x

: ð10Þ

The first terms of the Frobenius solution compatible with
a purely outgoing wave is given by

κ ∼ −iω½1þ 2Me−iαx�: ð11Þ

This allows us to integrate Eq. (4) from infinity to the
surface of the star.
The last condition that has to be imposed is the

continuity of the interior (in) and exterior (ext) solutions
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at the surface of the star. Such a condition is guaranteed
demanding that the function κ is continuous at the surface
of the stellar configuration,

κðωÞin jsurf ¼ κðωÞext jsurf : ð12Þ

The integration of the Regee-Wheler equation and the
calculation of the wI modes is performed, after obtaining
the TOV solutions with the Neutron Star Object Research
(NeStOR) code [47], using the Frequency Identificator and
Extractor Library (FIdEL2). Integration of differential
equations is performed using a Runge-Kutta-Fehlberg
integrator. A similar procedure has been used to obtain
polar QNMs of HSs using the Cowling Frequency Key
(CFK) [34,35]. In order to obtain the wI modes given an
EOS and a family of stars, FIdEL computes the roots of the
function

fðωÞ ¼ κðωÞin jsurf − κðωÞext jsurf ; ð13Þ

using Müller’s method. To do that, we start with the less
massive star of the family and choose three initial con-
ditions, ω0 and ω0 � δω0. We apply Müller’s method to
obtain a correction w� of w0, and repeat the procedure
using, now, ω� and ω� � δω� until the frequency of the

desired QNM is obtained to a given precision. Finally,
when the wI mode is obtained for the first stellar configu-
ration, we use it as the initial condition, ω0, for the next one
and repeat the computations until the wI modes of the
whole family of stellar configurations are obtained.

IV. RESULTS

We have constructed a broad family of hybrid EOSs with
a sharp hadron-quark phase transition. The analysis of all
the hybrid EOS we have constructed allowed us to reach
the conclusion that the CSS parameter that has the most
relevant effect on the length of the extended hybrid branch
of stable configurations is Δϵ. Based on this fact, we
studied six different values for this parameter: 100, 200,
500, 1000, 2000, and 3000 MeV=fm3. In these cases, we
have fixed c2s ¼ 0.33. In addition, to show the impact on
our results of variations in c2s , we fixΔϵ ¼ 1000 MeV=fm3

and study three values: 0.33, 0.50, 0.70, and 1.00. (We
leave for Appendix the analysis of the impact on the wI

(a)

(b)

FIG. 3. Frequency, ν, for both the fundamental and first
overtone as a function of the stellar mass, M. In the top (bottom)
panel, results were obtained using the soft (stiff) hadronic EOS.
Color selection is the same used in Fig. 1.

FIG. 2. Dimensionless tidal deformability, Λ, as a function of
the mass for the stellar configurations constructed using the
selected hybrid EOS. With black lines we present hadronic
configurations and with different colors hybrid configurations
for different values of Δϵ. All displayed configurations are stable
in the slow conversion regime. If rapid conversions are assumed,
the only stable configurations are those up to the mass peak. The
vertical magenta line indicates the inferred value for the 1.4 M⊙
compact object, 70 < Λ1.4 < 580 [8].

2FIdEL is a modular code written in FORTRAN 90 that, given
the structure of NSs calculated previously, computes the wI
modes. FIdEL is available for the community upon reasonable
request.
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axial QNMs of changes in the speed of sound, cs.) For each
hadronic EOS, we have fixed the value of Pt. We selected
the value of the transition pressure Pt ¼ 250 and Pt ¼
110 Mev=fm3 when using the soft and stiff hadronic EOSs,
respectively. We do not study the impact of varying this
parameter of the CSS parametrization EOS as selecting low
values of it and demanding consistency with the astro-
nomical data leads to the appearance of long traditional
(i.e., having ∂M=∂ϵc > 0) hybrid branches and, in some
cases, hybrid twin branches (examples of this situation can
be found in Refs. [90–92]). We are not interested in this
situations as wI modes of these stellar configurations are
known to fulfill the universal relationships [40]. Moreover,
larger values also lead to mass-radius relationships with
maximum masses above 2.3 M⊙ and are discarded.
With these EOSs, we have solved TOV equations to

construct spherically symmetric stellar configurations and
studied their stability under linearized radial perturbations,
following the ideas presented in Ref. [27] (also see the
recent review on this subject [23]). As can be seen, in the

mass-radius relationship presented (for the hybrid EOSs
with c2s ¼ 0.33) in Fig. 1, several of the hybrid EOSs
with sharp hadron-quark phase transition produce (in the
slow conversion regime) long extended branches of stable
stellar configurations. Moreover, we see that the extended
branches of stellar configurations are compatible with
astronomical data and, for that reason, should, in principle,
not be discarded as a viable theoretical scenario (see
Ref. [93] for a more detailed discussion on this subject).
In the rapid conversion regime, the constructed stellar
configurations are stable only up to the maximum mass,
and the appearance of quark matter almost immediately
destabilizes the compact object. In addition to the mass-
radius relationship, we present in Fig. 2 the dimensionless
tidal deformability Λ as a function of the mass. As
previously shown in Refs. [81,93–95], this quantity is
not a monotonic decreasing function of the mass, and a

(a)

(b)

FIG. 4. Damping time, τ, for both the fundamental and the first
overtone as a function of the stellar mass, M. In the top (bottom)
panel, results were obtained using the soft (stiff) hadronic EOS.
Colors have the same meaning as in Fig. 1.

(b)(b)
(a)

(b)

FIG. 5. Oscillation frequency, ν, and damping time, τ, for the
fundamental mode wIð0Þ, and the first overtone wIð1Þ, of hybrid
compact objects constructed with soft (top panel) and stiff
(bottom panel) hadronic EOSs. When the extended stable
branch is present, a drastic change in the behavior of the curves
is found as the value of Δϵ grows. Color selection is the same
used in Fig. 1.
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rather peculiar behavior can be seen for the extended stability
branches. For the stiff hadronic EOS, some of the selected
hybrid EOSs (those with Δϵ≲ 1000 MeV=fm3) are not
compatiblewith restrictions fromGW170817 and its electro-
magnetic counterpart, as can be seen both in Figs. 1 and 2.
Despite this fact, as we are interested in studying universal
relationships for wI modes, we also present the results
obtained using these EOSs.
After obtaining stellar configurations we have calculated

the wI axial QNMs of two representative families of hybrid
objects presenting (long) extended branches of slow stable
hybrid objects. In Fig. 3 (upper panel for the soft hadronic
EOS and lower panel for the stiff one) we present the
frequency, ν, of both the wIð0Þ and wIð1Þ modes for these
hybrid stars. We see that for both modes, the frequency of
hadronic stars decreases as the mass of the object becomes
larger. For the fundamental mode, this situation is the same
for slow stable hybrid objects and, for the first overtone, the
behavior depends mainly on the value ofΔϵ, but also on the
hadronic EOS used. We see that for the soft EOS, if
Δϵ < 3000 MeV=fm3, the frequency of the slow stable

hybrid twin is larger that the one corresponding to the
hadronic sibling up to the terminal mass, but that for the
case inwhichΔϵ ¼ 3000 MeV=fm3 this situation is inverted
near the terminal mass. When the stiff EOS is used, similar
results are obtained forΔϵ < 1000 MeV=fm3 and, for values
above, the situation is inverted for almost all the objects in the
slow stable hybrid branch of stellar configurations.
In Fig. 4, we show the damping time τ of the first two wI

modes as a function of the mass of the star. We find that
for hadronic stars, τ increases monotonically with the mass
of the object. For the fundamental mode, this trend is
similar for slow stable hybrid configurations when
Δϵ≳ 2000 MeV=fm3. For smaller values, this situation
is altered. It is important to note that in the hadronic branch,
τ for the fundamental mode is larger than the one of the first
overtone, but this situation can change for some slow stable
hybrid configurations for large enough values of Δϵ. For
the first overtone, a similar behavior can be seen but we can
notice that, for some cases, τ becomes almost insensitive
to the mass (Δϵ ¼ 1000 MeV=fm3 for the soft EOS and
Δϵ ¼ 500 MeV=fm3 for the stiff one).

(a)

(c) (d)

(b)

FIG. 6. Comparison of our results for the wIð0Þ mode as a function of stellar compactness and universal relationships proposed in
Refs. [41,42], shown using thick lines. In the upper panels we show results related to ω̄R ¼ M=τ and in the bottom ones those for
ω̄R ¼ Mν.
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In Fig. 5 we present ν as a function of τ for the wIð0Þ and
wIð1Þ modes of compact objects constructed using hybrid
EOSs with the soft (left panel) and stiff (right panel)
hadronic EOS.
For the hadronic branch, the frequency of the funda-

mental mode is almost constant with a value ν ∼ 7.5 kHz,
despite it is a little larger for low mass objects and, in
general, larger when the soft hadronic EOS is used,
compared to the stiff one. The damping time increases
from τ ∼ 20 to τ ∼ 60ð50Þ ms if the soft (stiff) hadronic
EOS is used. The general behavior for the first overtone is
similar, but the frequency changes more clearly along the
mass-radius curve and the damping times are in general
shorter that those of the fundamental mode (in the range
from 15 to 35 ms).
For these two modes we see that, as the mass increases

along the hadronic branch, ν decreases and τ becomes
larger. When extended branches of stable HSs are possible,
and mass decreases up to the terminal mass, results depend
strongly on the value of Δϵ. For Δϵ≲ 200 MeV=fm3, the
damping time continues to decrease despite that the mass is
decreasing, and the frequency (despite some counter
examples) always increases as the mass decreases.

The extremely different M-R relationship of objects in
the extended branch, compared to their hadronic twins, led
us to investigate whether known universal relationships
for wI modes hold when these objects are considered.
Universal relationships for axial (and polar) w modes of
NSs, strange quark stars and also HSs, have been proposed
in the literature (see, for example Refs. [31,37,40–42]). In
these works, it has been shown that for the fundamental and
first overtone of the wI modes, the quantities ω̄I ¼ M=τ
and ω̄R ¼ Mν are simple polynomial functions of the
compactness of the stellar object, M=R. In Fig. 6, we
present results for our hybrid stellar configurations and the
universal relationship presented in Refs. [41,42].3 In the
upper panels, we show results for ω̄I, panel (a) for hybrid
EOSs constructed with the soft hadronic EOS and panel
(b) with the stiff one. The same is presented for ω̄R in the
bottom panels, (c) and (d). We find a general agreement
between the universal fits and our hadronic configurations.

(d)

(a)

(c)

(b)

FIG. 7. Same as in Fig. 6, but for the first overtone, wIð1Þ. For this mode, Ref. [41] does not present a universal relationship. In all
panels a clear deviation from the relationship of Ref. [42] can be seen for Δϵ ≳ 500 MeV=fm3.

3It is worth mentioning that, in Ref. [41], the authors present a
universal relationship for Rν as a function of the compactness,
M=R. In our work, we adapt this relationship in order to study it
in the ω̄R-M=R plane.
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This is not the case for slow stable HSs for which a (clear)
departure from the universal relationships can be seen as
the parameter Δϵ grows and the slow-stable branch
becomes longer. In particular, for the hybrid EOSs con-
structed using the soft hadronic EOS, we find that after the
phase transition, the behavior of the curve changes and
bends over itself for Δϵ≳ 500 MeV=fm3. For these cases,
as compactness decreases after the peak mass, ω̄R is, for a
given value of M=R, always larger for the slow stable twin
than for its hadronic sibling. The results for hybrid EOSs
constructed with the stiff hadronic EOS are qualitatively
similar, but a clearer deviation can be seen for the low-mass
objects of the slow-stable branch, where ω̄R shows an
increase despite the compactness remains almost constant
[see panel (d) of Fig. 6].
For ω̄I we find, despite not that clear, a deviation from

universal relationships for Δϵ≳ 500 MeV=fm3. When a
soft EOS is used, ω̄I is almost always smaller for objects of
the slow-stable branch (the only exception being the case

withΔϵ ¼ 3000 MeV=fm3, where at the region close to the
terminal mass the slow-stable branch is placed above). In
these cases, as seen in panel (a) of Fig. 6, despite presenting
clearly different behaviors, all curves lie close to the
universal relationship. The situation is similar when the
stiff hadronic EOS is used, with differences at the end of
the slow-stable branch, where ω̄I increases for an almost
constant value of the compactness.
For the first overtone, wIð1Þ, we studied the validity

of the EOS-insensitive relationship proposed in Ref. [42]
for ω̄I ¼ M=τ and ω̄R ¼ Mν. As seen in Fig. 7, where our
results are shown together with the fit proposed in
Ref. [42], the general conclusion is that the relationships
for both the oscillation frequency and the damping
times do not hold valid when hadron-quark conversions
at the interface are slow and extended stable stellar
branches arise. As mentioned for the fundamental mode,
deviations from the universal behavior are larger as
Δϵ grows.

(a)

(c) (d)

(b)

FIG. 8. In gray, universal relationships for the fundamental mode, wIð0Þ, (upper panels) and first overtone, wIð1Þ, (lower panels)
presented in Ref [40] for the variables ω̄R and ω̄I . With colors, results obtained for compact objects constructed using soft (left panels)
and stiff (right panels) hadronic EOSs. The change in the behavior for different values Δϵ is clear for Δϵ≳ 2000 MeV=fm3. An
exception is found in panel (c), where the curves for the wIð1Þ mode with a soft hadronic EOS are in reasonable agreement with the
proposed fit.
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Additionally, we analyzed the validity of the universal
relationships proposed in Ref. [40] for ω̄R and ω̄I . In Fig. 8,
we show our results for the fundamental [panels (a) and (b)]
and first overtone [panels (c) and (d)] of the wI family of
QNMs of hybrid compact stars constructed using the soft
[panels (a) and (c)] and stiff [panels (b) and (d)] hadronic
EOSs together with the universal relationships presented in
Ref. [40]. The impact of changing the energy density gap
Δϵ between phases is clear. If we focus onwIð0Þ we see that,
for both hadronic models, configurations in the extended
branch clearly deviate from the universal relationship
proposed in the literature. This can be seen as an abrupt
change in the behavior of the curve that bends over itself.
In general, such deviation is more evident for large values
of Δϵ. In particular, for wIð0Þ, if we use the soft hadronic
EOS, the deviation is more evident for larger values of Δϵ
that for the stiff case. The other two CSS parameters do not
have any qualitative impact on the results.

Results for wIð1Þ are qualitatively similar to those
obtained for the fundamental mode with the exception of
the case when a soft hadronic EOS is used, see panel (c).
A clear spreading in the curves (but without any systematic
deviation) can be seen for different values of Δϵ, but results
can be understood to be in general agreement with the
universal relationship presented in the literature. This is
not the case for the stiff EOS, panel (d), where a strong
systematic deviation from the universal relationship is seen
for Δϵ≳ 200 MeV=fm3.
Other interesting universal relationships have also been

presented in Ref. [40] for ω̃R and ω̃I , which are defined by

ω̃R ¼ 2πνðHzÞ
c

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Pcðcm−2Þ

p ; ω̃I ¼
1

c
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Pcðcm−2Þ

p 1

τðsÞ ; ð14Þ

where Pc is the central pressure of each configuration. Such
a relationship has been argued to be useful to determine the

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

FIG. 9. In light blue (pink), universal relationship for the fundamental mode, wIð0Þ, and first overtone, wIð1Þ, obtained for hadronic
(quark) stellar configurations in [40] for the variables defined in Eq. (14). With colors, in the right (left) panel, results obtained for
compact objects constructed using soft (stiff) hadronic EOS. An enlargement with the region corresponding to the extended branch of
stability is presented. For the fundamental mode, deviation from the proposed universal relationships can clearly be seen in this region
for values Δϵ ≳ 200 MeV=fm3. For the first overtone, the deviation is not significant and results are in general agreement with the
proposed fit.
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central pressure of compact objects from a detection of a wI
mode. In the upper panels of Fig. 9, we show our results for
wIð0Þ of hybrid stars constructed using the soft and stiff
EOSs. In both cases, a deviation from universal relation-
ships occurs when slow-stable stellar configurations are
considered. As seen in the enlargement, this deviation is
more apparent and qualitatively independent of the had-
ronic EOS for Δϵ≳ 200 MeV=fm3. Moreover, we find that
the deviation from the universal relationship does not
appear to follow any clear EOS insensitive relation.
Results for the first overtone wIð1Þ are shown in the bottom
panels of Fig. 9. In this case, the deviation from the
proposed universal relationships is barely visible, see
enlarged areas in panels (c) and (d). As occurs for wIð0Þ,
in the case of hybrid EOSs constructed with the soft
hadronic EOS, the deviation from the universal relationship
increases with Δϵ.

V. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

In this work we studied wI modes of compact stars
constructed with hybrid EOSs containing a sharp hadron-
quark phase transition. We analyzed the impact of assum-
ing that the hadron-quark conversion speed at the interface
is rapid or slow. The later situation is known to alter
drastically the dynamic stability of compact objects and
gives rise to extended branches of slow stable twin
configurations. We have used a stiff and a soft hadronic
EOS and a wide range of values of the three parameters of
the CSS parametrization for the quark matter EOS. In this
way, we have obtained results of great generality. We
focused our attention on the fundamental and first over-
tones for which universal relationships have been proposed
[40–42]. Universal relationships for QNMs are important
because they would help, due to their EOS-insensitive
nature, to obtain physical information related to compact
objects from their detection.
We have shown that, for slow stable hybrid objects,

already known universal relationships associated with wI
modes do not hold in general. In particular, for the
fundamental mode, we have studied the behavior of Mν
and M=τ with the compactness of stellar configurations.
We have shown that objects of the extended branch of
stellar configurations do not follow, in general, the uni-
versal behavior presented in Refs. [41,42]. Such deviation
is more apparent for larger values of the energy density
jump Δϵ at the quark-hadron interface. Moreover, we have
found that no universal relationship is valid between w̃R
and w̃I . The same occurs for the variables w̄R and w̄I. For
this reason, the applicability of such relationships to
determine physical parameters of hybrid stars using mea-
surements of both frequency and damping times must be
reexamined.
We have studied the same for the first wI overtone, wIð1Þ,

and obtained similar results when the stiff hadronic EOS is

used. Results are not that conclusive when the hadronic part
of the hybrid EOS is soft.
This degeneracy might be overcome if fluid modes of the

same source can also be detected. Particularly interesting
for this quest is to have in mind that the frequency of the f
mode for slow-stable twins is significantly larger than the
one of its hadronic sibling [95,96]. Another distinctive
feature of slow-stable HSs is the existence of a g mode
associated to the sharp phase transition in the core of the
compact object [35,96]. A detection of such mode might be
a clear indication of the existence of a sharp hadron-quark
phase transition and would also provide some insights
about the hadron-quark conversion process. Moreover,
since the nature of the phase transition (mixed or sharp
[23]) is mainly determined by the value of the hadron-quark
surface tension, it will provide information about this
quantity.
We have put special attention on the impact on the

frequencies and damping times of the fundamental and first
overtone. The general result is that hybrid stars of the
extended branch of stellar configuration break universal
relationships for wI modes. The deviation from universal
relationships is clear for larger values of the energy density
jump,Δϵ. The impact of changes in c2s shows that deviation
from universality is larger for intermediate values. As cs
approaches the speed of light, universality seems to be
regained for objects near the terminal mass. The reason for
this might be that these objects contain a large core of quark
matter and so their properties might resemble those of
quark stars that are known to fulfill universal relationships
(see, Refs. [40,42] for more details).
Third generation GW detectors are expected to be

sensitive enough to detect QNMs of isolated pulsating
compact objects with errors not larger that a few tens of
Hz [97]. Such precision in the measurement of their
oscillatory properties would provide key information that
might be useful to unravel the mysteries hidden in the inner
core of compact objects. In this context, the existence (or
not) of objects in the extended branches could, in principle,
be falsifiable through GW astronomy.
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APPENDIX: DEPENDENCE OF
THE RESULTS WITH c2s

In this Appendix we explore the dependence of the wIð0Þ

and wIð1Þ QNMs with the speed of sound of quark matter.
We plot the results that show the general behavior of the

frequencies of the fundamental and first overtone wI modes.
In particular, we fix the value of the energy density jump,
Δϵ ¼ 1000 MeV=fm3, and study the cases c2s ¼ 0.33, 0.50,
0.70, and 1.00. Comparisons with the following universal
relationships existing in the literature are presented: for ω̄R as
a function of ω̄I in Fig. 10 and for ω̃R as a function of ω̃I
in Fig. 11.
In the top panels of Fig. 10, we present our results for the

fundamental mode. In the left (right) panel results using soft

(stiff) hadronic EOS. We can see that deviation from the
universal relationships is larger for intermediate values of c2s .
As it is increased up to c2s ¼ 1.00, results approach (gradu-
ally) to the universal behavior (this is especially visible for
the stiff case in which the extended branch is the longest). In
the bottom panels, we show the same for the first overtone.
We find that results are almost insensitive to changes in c2s for
the soft hadronic case (left panel) and that this situation
changes for the stiff hadronic EOS (right panel) where
deviation increases as cs approaches the speed of light.
The results shown in Fig. 11 show that for the funda-

mental mode (upper panels) deviation is larger for the
smaller values of c2s . On the contrary, results are almost
insensitive in the case of the first overtone independently of
the hadronic EOS used (lower panels).

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

FIG. 10. In gray, universal relationships for the fundamental mode, wIð0Þ (upper panels) and first overtone, wIð1Þ (lower panels)
presented in Ref [40] for the variables ω̄R and ω̄I . With colors, results obtained for compact objects constructed using soft (left panels)
and stiff (right panels) hadronic EOSs, and fixed value for Δϵ ¼ 1000 MeV=fm3.
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